ACADEMIC ADVANTAGE PROGRAM

HELP YOUR STUDENTS GET STARTED NOW ON THEIR CAREER PATH — WITH ACCESS TO INDUSTRY-STANDARD TAX, AUDIT, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE TOOLS

NEW! PPC’s Audit and Accounting Libraries exclusive offer — see page 3
NEW! Checkpoint Catalyst™ — see page 6
NEW! Checkpoint Learning Tax Research Certificate Program — see page 8
Thomson Reuters Checkpoint® is the industry leader in providing intelligent information to tax and accounting professionals — including expert research, guidance, technology, tools, learning and news. With our respected Quickfinder®, PPC®, RIA®, WG&L® and EBIA content, Checkpoint is relied on by thousands of professionals to understand complex information, make informed decisions and use knowledge more efficiently.

Our Academic Advantage Program provides colleges and universities with the industry’s most widely used and well-respected products at an affordable price.

**Start your students off on the right track, with access to the same materials used by 99 of the Top 100 U.S. CPA Firms, 96 of the Fortune 100 Corporations and 97 of the Top 100 U.S. Law Firms.**

These specially tailored packages offer a selection of libraries specializing in taxation, financial management, accounting, auditing, estate planning and international trade at a special price for educational institutions. With an average savings of 80% on each package, Checkpoint can be an integral educational tool to support your teaching efforts and your students as they transition into their professional careers.

Your students will use the same materials as tax and accounting professionals across the country — including editorial guidance and analysis, current awareness and tools with links to relevant standards and regulations from GASB, FASB, AICPA, PCAOB, IFAC, COSO, OMB, GAO and more.
Accounting firms across the U.S. have trusted our PPC accounting and auditing guidance, engagement workflow tools and integrated quality control system for over 30 years. Now, PPC audit and accounting solutions are available on Checkpoint, the leading online research service.

With Checkpoint, accounting and financial management students and professionals are able to track constantly changing standards and rules and easily research complex accounting and reporting topics to obtain expert analysis.

Checkpoint also provides auditing students and professionals with detailed step-by-step guidance on how to apply a risk-based audit approach, consider fraud risk and assess internal control and track changes to policies and regulations.

**PPC’S CORE ACCOUNTING & FINANCIAL STATEMENT LIBRARY**
(CAN ORDER JUST CORE, OR CORE+CHOICE)

Designed for colleges and universities with general accounting programs

**Product Code:** CWAAFQ  **Price:** $599 (up to 200 concurrent users)

Includes the following seven titles:
- PPC’s Guide to Accounting and Reporting for Estates and Trusts
- PPC’s Guide to Accounting for Income Taxes
- PPC’s Guide to Cash, Tax and Other Bases of Accounting
- PPC’s Guide to GAAP
- PPC’s Guide to Preparing Financial Statements
- PPC’s Guide to Real Estate
- PPC’s Guide to Related Parties (including VIEs)

**PPC’S CHOICE AUDIT & ACCOUNTING LIBRARY**
(PICK FIVE TITLES)

Designed for colleges and universities with audit and accounting programs

**Product Code:** CWAP5Q  **Price:** $999 (up to 200 concurrent users)

($599 Core + $400 Choice)

Includes the Core Accounting Library and your choice of five titles from the following list:
- PPC’s Guide to Audit Risk Assessment
- PPC’s Guide to Auditor’s Reports
- PPC’s Guide to Audits of Nonprofit Organizations
- PPC’s Guide to Audits of Nonpublic Companies
- PPC’s Guide to Business Valuations
- PPC’s Guide to Compilation and Review
- PPC’s Guide to the Clarified Auditing Standards
- PPC’s Guide to Forecasts and Projections
- PPC’s Guide to Fraud Risk Assessment
- PPC’s Guide to GAAP
- PPC’s Guide to GAAS
- PPC’s Guide to Internal Control and Fraud Prevention
- PPC’s Guide to Internal Control Communications
- PPC’s Guide to Nonprofit GAAP
- PPC’s Guide to Nontraditional Engagements
- PPC’s Guide to PCAOB Audits
- PPC’s Guide to Preparing Financial Statements
- PPC’s Guide to Preparing Nonprofit Financial Statements
- PPC’s Guide to Real Estate
- PPC’s Guide to Related Parties (including VIEs)

**PPC’S ESSENTIAL AUDIT & ACCOUNTING LIBRARY**

Designed for colleges and universities with comprehensive audit and accounting programs

**Product code:** WAEAQ  **Price:** $1,399 (up to 200 concurrent users)

Includes the 26 titles listed below:
- PPC’s Government Documents Library
- PPC’s Guide to Accounting and Reporting for Estates and Trusts
- PPC’s Guide to Accounting for Income Taxes
- PPC’s Guide to Audit Risk Assessment
- PPC’s Guide to Auditor’s Reports
- PPC’s Guide to Audits of Nonprofit Organizations
- PPC’s Guide to Audits of Nonpublic Companies
- PPC’s Guide to Business Valuations
- PPC’s Guide to Cash, Tax and Other Bases of Accounting
- PPC’s Guide to Collection and Review
- PPC’s Guide to the Clarified Auditing Standards
- PPC’s Guide to Forecasts and Projections
- PPC’s Guide to Fraud Risk Assessment
- PPC’s Guide to GAAP
- PPC’s Guide to GAAS
- PPC’s Guide to Internal Control and Fraud Prevention
- PPC’s Guide to Internal Control Communications
- PPC’s Guide to Nonprofit GAAP
- PPC’s Guide to Nontraditional Engagements
- PPC’s Guide to PCAOB Audits
- PPC’s Guide to Preparing Financial Statements
- PPC’s Guide to Preparing Nonprofit Financial Statements
- PPC’s Guide to Real Estate
- PPC’s Guide to Related Parties (including VIEs)

96% of the CPA Firms in the U.S. use our PPC solutions.

Introduce your students today to the tools they’ll need after graduation.
ELECTRONIC ACCOUNTING REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE LIBRARY

Designed for colleges and universities with large accounting programs

**Product Code:** WTFRM  **Price:** $2,550 (up to 200 concurrent users)

**FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND CONTROLLERSHIP**
Contains resources that will help students learn strategic planning and financial management within a corporation. Coverage includes:

- Accounting for Business Combinations
- Budgeting and Forecasting Manual
- Controller’s Business Advisor
- Controller’s Policies and Procedures Manual
- Controllership Guide
- Corporate Cash Management Handbook
- Corporate Controller’s Manual
- Corporate Finance Review
- Cost Management
- Cost Management for Service Industries
- Credit Management Policies and Procedures
- Expense Reduction Guide
- Handbook of Cost Management
- Handbook of Modern Finance
- Personnel Compliance Guide
- Real Estate Accounting and Reporting Manual
- Tax Guide (analysis section only)

**GAAP COMPLIANCE**
Provides concise analysis and useful examples for GAAP accounting. Coverage includes:

- Accounting and Auditing Disclosure Manual
- GAAP Practice Manual
- Handbook of Accounting and Auditing
- International Accounting, Financial Reporting and Analysis

**INTERNAL AUDITING**
Provides coverage on everything from basic auditing functions to advanced auditing techniques. Coverage includes:

- Bank Auditing and Accounting Report
- Government Accounting and Auditing Update
- Internal Auditing
- Internal Auditing Manual
- Internal Auditing Report
- Modern Accounting and Auditing Checklists
- Practical IT Auditing

**SEC COMPLIANCE**
Provides comprehensive analysis of SEC requirements with sample disclosures in an easy to understand format. Coverage includes:

- Handbook of SEC Accounting and Disclosure
- SEC Accounting and Reporting Manual
- SEC Accounting and Reporting Update
- SEC Compliance: Financial Reporting and Forms
- SEC Expert: Domestic Filers
- SEC Reference Library

---

**Add-On Products**
Available add-on products to the Academic Advantage Program. Packages include:

- AICPA Professional Library for the Academic Market on Checkpoint
  **Product Code:** WTAIC*
- FASB on Checkpoint
  **Product Code:** FASAQ*
- GASB on Checkpoint
  **Product Code:** GSBAQ*
- GAAP Reporter
  **Product Code:** GAREPQ*
- COSO Library on Checkpoint
  **Product Code:** WCOSO*
- International Accounting Standards on Checkpoint
  **Product Code:** WTIAS*
- IFRS for Small and Medium-Sized Entities
  **Product Code:** ISMAQ*
- IFAC Professional Standards
  **Product Code:** WTIFAQ*
- WG&L International Accounting Academic Advantage Bundle
  **Product Code:** IABAQ*

*Campus-wide access for faculty and students only.

---

99 of the Top 100 U.S. CPA Firms
96 of the Fortune 100
97 of the Top 100 U.S. Law Firms

All rely on Checkpoint for their tax and accounting research
TAXATION

TAXATION LIBRARY ON CHECKPOINT
Designed for: Masters tax programs, law schools, business schools and universities with tax courses
Product Code: WAAPW Price: $3,060 (up to 200 concurrent users)

FEDERAL TAX LIBRARY
Federal Tax Coordinator (47 Vols)
U.S. Tax Reporter Inc/Est/Gift/Excise (31 Vols)
Citator 2nd
Topic Indexes
Federal Tax Handbook
Weekly Alert w/ Seven Year Archive
Complete Analysis New Tax Acts

STATE AND LOCAL TAX LIBRARY
State and Local Tax Reporters for All Jurisdictions
Complete State Regulations/Administrative Codes
State and Local Weekly Newsletter with Archive
State Tax Citator (Basic Version)
List of Approved Laws
Legislative Highlights
Annotated Digests of State Cases/Rulings
State Statutes
State Legislation
State Regulations
State Employment Regulations
Federal Court Cases on State Issues
Miscellaneous Multistate Materials
StateNet Legislative Service
Complete Topical Indexes for All States

LINKED PRACTICE AIDS
270+ Client Letters
45+ Tax Planning and Practice Guides
Tables, Rates and Checklists

WG&L JOURNALS (WITH ARCHIVES)
Journal of Taxation
Practical Tax Strategies
Journal of Corporate Taxation

FEDERAL PRIMARY SOURCES
Internal Revenue Code with History
Final, Temporary, Proposed Regulations and Preambles
Committee Reports
U.S. Tax Treaties in Force
Revenue Rulings (1954 — Present)
Revenue Procedures (1955 — Present)
Notices (1980 — Present)
Announcements (1959 — Present)
Delegation Orders (1956 – Present)
Private Letter Rulings/TAMs (1953 – Present)
Federal Tax Cases
Federal Tax Decisions
General Counsel Memoranda (1962 — Present)
Actions on Decisions (1967 — Present)
Tax Court Rules
Federal Procedural and Federal Claims Court Rules
Pending and Enacted Tax Legislation
Explanation of Tax Legislation Enacted (Blue Books)
Internal Revenue Bulletins
IRS Publications
IRS News Releases
Field Service Advice
Service Center Advice
Chief Counsel Advice

Add-On Pricing Policy For Other Products
Subscribers to the Academic Advantage program are eligible to receive discounted pricing when they purchase additional web & print products (some exclusions may apply).

Pricing for print student editions of the following titles are available on request. Instructors manual and study problems are also available for most of these titles.

- Estate Planning and Wealth Preservation
- Federal Estate and Gift Taxation
- Federal Income Taxation of Corporations and Shareholders
- Federal Income Taxation of Individuals
- Federal Tax Accounting
- Federal Taxation of Partnerships and Partners
- Fundamentals of International Taxation
- IRS Practice and Procedures
- Partnership Taxation

For information on the student editions or to request a complimentary desk copy, call 800.950.1216, option 1 and ask to speak with an Education Specialist. You can also email them at: ria-educationsales@thomson.com
CHECKPOINT CATALYST™
Checkpoint Catalyst provides the clarity, color and context your students need to quickly see the whole picture. It connects the dots between federal, state and U.S. international tax implications with multiple expert perspectives and embedded tools and diagrams, so your students can take action with confidence and ensure they don’t miss a thing.

**Product Code:** WCATEDQ  **Price:** $1,450 (up to 200 concurrent users)

DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE WEB
This comprehensive online system takes full advantage of the flexibility of the web with lightning-fast navigation that enables you to open and close sections as you need them, which reduces clutter and keeps the most critical information in focus.

HELPING YOU FIND ANSWERS FAST AND TAKE ACTION
Jumpstart your research and take advantage of actionable next steps with diagrams, tools, document assembly, decision trees and what-if scenarios that are embedded directly within the content — helping you get to outcomes faster.

HIGHLIGHTING STATE, FEDERAL AND U.S. INTERNATIONAL TAX IMPLICATIONS
State tax items are easily overlooked, but with state-specific details available in context, Checkpoint Catalyst has you covered. State, federal and U.S. international tax implications are covered as part of the main topic discussion, reducing the risk that something important could be missed and saving valuable time by eliminating the need to do supplemental research in separate databases.

Checkpoint Catalyst covers the most important, frequently encountered topics for practitioners with business-income related tax issues. We will be continuing to develop content in the following subject areas, including in topics such as Consolidated Groups, Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITS) and IRC § 482 Allocations.

- C Corporations
- Partnerships, S Corporations and LLCs
- Cost Recovery
- Sales and Exchanges
- Investments
- Tax Accounting
- State Specific Topics
- Other

For more information, visit checkpointcatalyst.com

The Sales and Use Tax Treatment of Section 351 Exchanges is an example of an inline tool that will expand directly within your Checkpoint Catalyst library.

CHECKPOINT CATALYST IS A PERFECT RESOURCE THAT WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN HOW TO DO COMPLEX TAX TRANSACTIONS FROM START TO FINISH

“I always talk about the ‘Wow’ factor ... something that really inspires you and makes you say ‘I didn’t know I could do this.’ Well, Checkpoint Catalyst has done that for our firm.

It has brought a real refreshing approach to our research, but most importantly to our deliverables back to our clients.”

— David A. Springsteen
CPA, MBA, CGMA Senior Partner in charge of Tax Services
WithumSmith+Brown, PC
ADDITIONAL OFFERINGS

ESTATE PLANNING LIBRARY WITH WG&L TREATISES

The Estate Planning Library is the only online estate tax product that consolidates all aspects of estate planning and administration from plan development to administration and settlement of the final estate. The Library includes full text of supporting primary law documents as well as federal and state tax forms via the internet. In addition, it includes over 20 authoritative WG&L treatises to help you plan, draft and administer an estate plan.

Product Code: WESPC

Advising the Elderly or Disabled Client, 2nd Edition
by Lawrence A. Frolik and Melissa C. Brown

Asset Protection: Legal Planning, Strategies and Forms
by Peter Spero

Estate Planning and Wealth Preservation: Strategies and Solutions
by Kathryn G. Henkel

Estate Planning for Farms and Other Family-Owned Businesses
by Robert M. Bellatti and Michael G. Barton

Estate Planning Law and Taxation, 4th Edition
by David Westfall and George P. Mair

Federal Estate and Gift Taxation, 9th Edition
by Richard B. Stephens, Guy B. Maxfield, Stephen A. Lind and Dennis A. Calfee

Federal Income Taxation of Estates and Trusts, 3rd Edition
by Howard M. Zaritsky, Norman H. Lane and Robert T. Danforth

Federal Tax Valuation
by John A. Bogdanski

Federal Taxation of Trusts, Grantors and Beneficiaries, 3rd Edition
by John L. Peschel and Edward D. Spurgeon

Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax, 2nd Edition
by Carol A. Harrington, Lloyd Leva Plaine, Julie Miraglia Kwon and Howard M. Zaritsky

Irrevocable Trusts
by Robert A. Esperti, Renno L. Peterson and Robert S. Keebler

by Jonathan D. Pond

Post Mortem Tax Planning, 3rd Edition
by Jerry A. Kasner, Benton C. Strauss and Michael S. Strauss

Representing the Elderly or Disabled Client
by Thomas D. Begley, Jr. and Andrew H. Hook

Structuring Buy-Sell Agreements, 2nd Edition
by Howard M. Zaritsky, Farhad Aghdami and Mary Ann Mancini

Structuring Estate Freezes: Analysis with Forms, 2nd Edition
by Howard M. Zaritsky and Ronald D. Aucutt

Tax Planning for Family Wealth Transfers During Life: Analysis with Forms, 5th Edition
by Howard M. Zaritsky

Tax Planning for Highly Compensated Individuals, 3rd Edition
by Robert E. Madden

Retirement Planning: Tax and Financial Strategies, 2nd Edition
by William P. Streng and Mickey R. Davis

Tax Planning with Life Insurance: Analysis with Forms, 2nd Edition
by Howard M. Zaritsky and Stephan R. Leimberg

U.S. International Estate Planning
by Marnin Michaels

BUSINESS ENTITY TREATISE LIBRARY

The Business Entity Treatise Library is a premium complete tax analysis library offering expert guidance and strategies for federal income tax planning. This grouping has strategic emphasis on the issues related to taxation of business organizations, in addition to the encyclopedic coverage of Bittker and Lokken.

Product Code: WTR

by Boris I. Bittker and James S. Eustice

Federal Taxation of Income, Estates and Gifts, 2nd/3rd Edition
by Boris I. Bittker and Lawrence Lokken

by James S. Eustice and Joel D. Kuntz

Federal Taxation of Partnerships and Partners, 4th Edition
by William S. McKee, William F. Nelson and Robert L. Whitmire

IRS Practice and Procedure, Revised 2nd Edition
by Michael I. Saltzman and Leslie Book

Limited Liability Companies: Tax and Business Law
by Carter G. Bishop and Daniel S. Kleinberger

ALSO AVAILABLE:

International Tax Library Plus Transfer Pricing
U.S. International Trade Import/Export Compliance Library
CONTINUE THEIR EDUCATION WITH BISK CPA REVIEW AND CHECKPOINT LEARNING

BISK CPA REVIEW
Bisk CPA Review, now a part of Thomson Reuters, offers essentials for the classroom. Help your students be successful with several convenient options:

- **Academic Site License**: gives you virtually unlimited versatility to tailor quizzes and tests to your own specifications.
- **Textbooks**: Our comprehensive multi-volume textbook set provides only the most current information on Auditing, Regulations, Financial Accounting and Reporting and Business Environment and Concepts.
- **Video Series**: Each volume in our entertaining yet informative video series covers the full spectrum of accounting topics in great details.
- **In all**, you will find a more complete classroom study product.

Call 855.300.9391 or visit Bisk CPA Review to learn more and to request a free copy of our “How to Pass the CPA Exam” DVD for your students.

THE TAX RESEARCH GUIDANCE YOUR STUDENTS NEED

CHECKPOINT LEARNING TAX RESEARCH CERTIFICATE PROGRAM™

Help Your Students Build a Solid Foundation for Their Tax Research
You know it’s vital that your students are competent in tax research. But it’s no secret that federal and state tax research can be challenging.

We designed the Checkpoint Learning Tax Research Certificate Program™ to enhance foundational tax research knowledge and improve research accuracy while displaying competence to prospective employers. This valuable resource can be added on to students’ existing coursework and sets them up to impress prospective employers and clients with the speed and quality of their work.

Powered by our CPEasy platform, the program includes online courses and webinars, plus a tailored case study and interaction and feedback with an instructor. It can be completed in as little as three months and includes 22 hours that count toward fulfilling CPE requirements. Students who successfully complete the program will be mailed a frameable Tax Research Competency Certificate and will have their names added to a list of certified professionals on our Checkpoint Learning website. For those in the job market, this is an instant advantage over the competition.

Equip your students for future success. Discount pricing available based on class size. To enroll your school or learn more, call 855.300.9391 or visit www.CPEasy.com/professor and fill out our online form and a sales rep will contact you at your convenience.

Thomson Reuters
3 Times Square
New York, NY
10036

Contact Us
800.431.9025
tax.thomsonreuters.com/academic
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